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Soviet Preface

This collection which Pergamon Press offers to English-speaking

readers contains speeches and reports by Yuri V. Andropov, General

Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. It consists of

materials varying in content and referring to different years. Some

events and phenomena that the author discusses have become a thing

of the past and belong to history. The main subjects of this collection,

however, are as vital as ever, reflecting the guidelines of Soviet policy

in our day as well.

As is well known, the Soviet people have endured severe trials and

overcome many difficulties. For all that they have seen many better

times when they built a new life and new social relations. It has been

for six and a half decades now that the Soviet people have been

stubbornly advancing along the path of steady improvement in their

well-being, an ever greater development of spiritual and cultural

values, constant progress and the perfection of democracy. Ihe

motive force in this progressive movement is the free creative work of

millions of people.

Soviet communists profess the philosophy of peace and

construction. It is expressed practically in the country's long-term

economic plans, in the whole moral atmosphere of Soviet society and

in the Peace Programme put forward by the 24th, 25th and 26th

Congresses of the CPSU.

The Soviet viewpoint is perfectly clear: we believe that the present

international tensions can and must be eased, that the future belongs

to the policy of detente. Peace based on a balance of terror is a costly

and precarious peace, particularly in this nuclear age. It is not enough

for guns to be silent. It is necessary for one to have no fear of

tomorrow, for the voice of reason and mutual beneficial co-operation

to be heeded by all. This is the aim that the Communist Party, the

Soviet Government and the entire Soviet people arc pursuing actively

and indefatigably.
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ANDROPOV: Speeches and Writings
VIII

He emphasises that the Soviet Union today has a vast economic

potential, which has doubled during the last ten years alone He

discusses the improvements in the working people’s standard ot

living, the development of industry and the programme of advancing

agriculture, and the increasing production of consumer goods. At the

same time, Andropov frankly highlights some of the weaknesses and

failings within the Soviet economy and agriculture.

Andropov emphasises that the Soviet Union’s willingness “to have

a constructive dialogue with the United States but lambastg the US

approach to the latest round of nuclear arms limitation talks,

highlighting what he sees as their delaying tactics to avoid any serious

talks concerning the declared deployment of new missiles by NA lO

in Europe. Andropov urges the need for all negotiations to be con-

ducted on the basis of the principles of parity and equal security and

in an uncompromising statement indicates his intention to guarantee

the defence capability of the USSR at a sufficient level to ensure its

security.

Everybody is agreed that neither we nor the Soviet Union want

war. What is at issue is not the level of Soviet or Western nuclear and

non-nuclear armed forces but reconciling Soviet and Western esti-

mates of what their own security demands.

Since Mr Andropov became the new leader of the Soviet Union he

has devoted a great deal of his time to impose himself on the World

stage as a careful and energetic leader and “dove of peace’ . He has

suggested a summit meeting with President Reagan. He has serious

offers for the reduction of armaments, both nuclear and conven-

tional, for the prohibition of nuclear weapons tests, for a non-

aggression pact with NATO, and for a ban on all weapons in outer

space. Mr Andropov would like to avoid war, as do all members of

NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Towards this end he has proposed that

an agreement be reached between the two blocs binding the two sides

against first use of both nuclear and conventional armaments. Mr

Andropov has also proposed to dismantle sufficient of his nuclear

weapons to balance those held by Britain and France if the Euro-

peans will forego the planned installation this year of US Cruise and

Pershing missiles.
. ,
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Speech at the Extraordinary Plenary
Meeting of the CPSU Central

Committee
12 November 1982

Comrades!

Our Party and country, the entire Soviet people, have suffered a

severe bereavement. Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev, the leader of the Soviet
Communist Party and the Soviet state, an outstanding leader of the
international communist and working-class movement, an ardent
communist, a loyal son of the Soviet people, has died.

The greatest political leader of today is no longer with us. He was
our comrade and friend, a man with a noble soul and a generous
heart, tactful and friendly, responsive and profoundly humane. Utter
dedication to our common cause, uncompromising exactingness to
himself and to others, wise circumspection in taking important de-
cisions, high-principlcdness and courage at crucial moments of his-

tory, invariable respect for and attention to people—such are the
remarkable qualities which won Leonid Brezhnev high prestige and
affection in the Party and among the people.

1 request you to honour the dear memory of Leonid Brezhnev with
a minute’s silence. . . .

Leonid Brezhnev used to say that every day of his life was insepar-

ably bound up with the affairs of the Soviet Communist Party and the
country as a whole. That w'as truly so.

The country's industrialization and the collectivization of agricul-

ture, the Great Patriotic War and the postwar economic recovery,
virgin land development and space exploration— all of these arc
great milestones on the path of the Soviet people’s work and struggle,

as well as on the path traversed by Leonid Brezhnev as a communist.
The growth of the power of the great socialist community of

nations and the development of all-round co-operation between
them, the active involvement of the world communist movement in

1



2 ANDROPOV: Speeches and Writings

accomplishing the historic tasks facing mankind in our epoch, the

strengthening of the solidarity of all forces of national liberation and

social progress on earth arc inseparably associated with his name and

his contributions.

Leonid Brezhnev will be always thankfully remembered by man-

kind as a consistent, ardent and indefatigable fighter for peace and

the security of nations, for removing the danger of world thermonuc-

lear war overhanging mankind.

We know full well that peace cannot be secured by begging for it

from imperialists. Peace can be defended only by reliance on the

invincible power of the Soviet Armed Forces. As the leader of the

Party and the head of state, and as Chairman of the USSR Defence

Council, Leonid Brezhnev gave unflagging attention to maintaining

the country's defence capability at a modern level.

Assembled in this hall are the members of our Party's headquar-

ters. headed continuously by Leonid Brezhnev for eighteen years.

Each of us knows how much effort and spirit he put into organizing

concerted, collective work for this headquarters in order to map out

its correct Leninist policy. Each of us knows of his inestimable

contribution to creating the healthy moral and political climate char-

acteristic of our Party’s life and work today.

Our Party's high-principled struggle in defence of Marxism-

Leninism, the evolvcment of the theory of developed socialism, the

charting of the ways of fulfilling the most pressing tasks in communist

construction, are associated with his name. His activity in the world

communist movement has rightly deserved extremely high appreci-

ation from the fraternal parties, our foreign class brothers, our com-

rades in the struggle for socialism against capitalist oppression, lor

the triumph of the great communist ideals.

Leonid Brezhnev’s life ended at a time when his thoughts and

efforts were focused on implementing the great tasks in economic,

social and cultural development outlined by the 26th Congress of the

CPSU and the subsequent plenary meetings of its Central Commit-

tee. It is our prime duty to achieve these tasks, to carry into eflcct

consistently the home and foreign policies of our Party and the Soviet

state planned under Leonid Brezhnev’s guidance. This will be our

finest tribute to the dear memory of our late leader.
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Speech at the funeral of Leonid
Brezhnev in Red Square
15 November 1982

Comrades!

Our Party and people, all progressive mankind, have lost a great
leader. Today we pay our last respects to Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev, a

splendid son of this country, a dedicated Marxist-Lcninist, an
outstanding leader of the Communist Party and the Soviet state, the
most prominent figure in the international communist and working-
class movement, a tireless fighter for peace and friendship among
nations. Allow me first of all to express our heartfelt condolences to
his family, his near and dear ones.

Leonid Brezhnev belonged to the constellation of political leaders
raised and steeled in the years of the Soviet people's selfless struggle
to consolidate the achievements of the Great October Socialist

Revolution, to fulfil Lenin's behests, to build socialism in this

country, to uphold its freedom and independence.
A worker and soldier, a skilful organizer and a wise political

leader, Leonid Brezhnev was linked to the people by vital, insepar-
able tics. All his life and work were a continuous record of service to
the working people. He devoted all his brilliant talent and all his

ebulient energy to the cause of socialism—a society of freedom and
social justice, the working people's brotherhood.

Leonid Brezhnev’s activities in the top Party and government posts
marked a crucially important period in the history of our Party and
country. It was under his guidance that the Party policy permeated
with constant concern for the working people, for improving their

well-being, was planned and consistently carried into effect, the

Leninist norms of Party life and government work were strongly
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Speech delivered at the Plenary

Meeting of the CPSU Central

Committee

22 November 1982

orever

ents of

WcTre completing the discussion of the draft plan and budge or the

Zx year of the Five-year Plan. In the documents subm.tted to us a

number of essential remarks made at the Politbureau meeting have

already been taken into account. 1 expect that m the proces of

fulfilling the plan the Council of Ministers will also take

consideration the suggestions made by some comrades today.

Judging by what the speakers at this plenary meeting have saidI we

have a consensus: the draft plan and budget correspond on the whole

»”h the gutic,i„es of the 26th Congress of the CPSU and should he

characteristic of the draft plan - it is planned to step up the

ratesed economic development, to increase the

national income, the output of tndustry and ^uhu« and “C

turnover of retail trade. The efforts to advance the efficiency of the

national economy are to be continued; the heavy tasks facing it mu

be accomplished with a relatively smaller increase in material an

TJ important to emphasize that the draft follow* theTatty line of

advancing the well-being of the working people. It is planned to

secure"^accelerated growth of the group “B" industr.es, to tnerease

consumer goods production. Large material and financial resources

have been" allocated for the continued development of th
* ^

industrial complex. The real incomes of the

to grow. The scope of housing construction also corresponds

assignments of the Five-year Plan.

7



8 ANDROPOV: Speeches and Writings

Thus, the draft plan confirms that concern for the Soviet people,
their working and living conditions, and their cultural advancement
remains the Party's key programme principle.

As usual, the defence needs have been sufficiently taken into

account. The Politbureau believe that it is indispensable to give the
armed services everything they need, particularly in the present
international situation.

The draft budget secures the financing of the national economy and
sociocultural development.

The current plenary meeting of the Party’s Central Committee is

taking place at an important stage in the drive to implement the
assignments of the Eleventh Five-year Plan, on the eve of its third,

pivotal, so to say, year. We have done a good deal of work. Ahead of
us, however, is another period of hard and tense effort.

I wish to draw your full attention to the fact that the assignments
for the first two years of the Five-year Plan have not been fulfilled for

a number of major indicators. This has naturally affected the draft we
are discussing today.

The Central Committee members remember Leonid Brezhnev's
last statements and his memoranda on economic development prob-
lems submitted to the Central Committee's Politbureau. He posed
the question as follows: at Party Congresses and plenary meetings of
the Central Committee we have worked out an economic policy on
scientific lines and set a course for advancing the efficiency of
production, its intensification. However, the transition of the econ-
omy to this course, the turn towards efficiency, is being implemented
slowly for the time being.

The main indicator of the efficiency of the economy—the
productivity of labour— is growing at a rate that cannot satisfy us.

The problem of discrepancy in the development of the raw materials
and manufacturing branches remains unresolved. Material con-
sumption per unit product practically fails to be reduced.

Plans are being fulfilled as before at the cost of large spending and
production outlays. There are still quite a few economic executives
who readily quote Leonid Brezhnev’s smart expression "the economy
must be economical” but are doing practically little to cope with this

task.
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more than once been raised at Party Congresses and plenary meet-

ings of the Central Committee. Nevertheless, progress in this field is

slow. Why is that so? The answer has also been long known: to

introduce a new process or new technology, production should be

reorganized one way or the other, and this affects the fulfilment of

the plan. Moreover, one will be held responsible for failure to fulfil

the plan, while all one will get for inadequate application of new

technology will be just reproach.

If we really want to give a boost to the application of new tech-

nology and new methods of work it is necessary to ensure that the

central economic bodies of the State Committee for Science and

Technology and the Ministries should not simply recommend them

but bring to light and deal with the practical difficulties hindering

scientific and technological progress. Combination ot science and

production should be facilitated by the planning methods and the

system of material incentives. It is necessary to sec to it that those

who boldly introduce new technology will not find themselves at a

disadvantage.

Another large latent reserve is national utilization ol material and

labour resources. The plan for 1983 has set increased assignments for

saving them. However. I wish to call your attention to the tact that

now the problem of saving material resources should be regarded in a

new way and not just as follows: "to save" is good and "not to save'

is tolerable.

Economy and a frugal attitude to national wealth today are crucial

to the feasibility of our plans. A solution to this problem should be

secured by a complete system of practical measures, primarily on the

part of the USSR State Planning Committee and the USSR Commit-

tee for Materials and Technical Supply, the Ministries and govern-

ment departments. Great work is in store for all Party committees

and Party organizations.

We have quite a few examples of work with initiative, of a truly

frugal attitude to national wealth. Unfortunately, however, this

experience is not being disseminated adequately, though more often

than not no great spending is required to spread it. This means a

different kind of shortage: a lack of initiative and ol a determined

struggle against mismanagement and extravagance.
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Needless to say, this task can be accomplished only with the active

participation of every worker, every working man and woman

employed in our enterprises, every collective and state farmer. It .

necessary to ensure that they regard this task as their own vital cause.

On the whole there are many pressing problems in the national

economy. Naturally, 1 have no ready-made prescriptions for heir

solution All of us—the Party’s Central Committee—must find the

answers to these problems. We must find them by summing up our

national and world experience, by accumulating the expertise of the

best practical workers and scientists. Generally speaking, slogans

alone will not get things moving. What is needed is great organizing

efforts on the part of Party organizations, economic executives

engineering and technical personnel, so that each of thc

^
enor"1°“

t

and important tasks may be examined not only from the angle

every sector of the economy but also from that of every plant, every

department and section, and, if you like, every working place.

I wish to emphasize that these are problems of top priority, of vital

importance to the country. Their effective solution will give an

impetus to further economic development and continued improve-

ment in the people’s standards of living.

The measures to implement the Food Programme are at the focus

°f

The first

1

steps to carry out the resolutions of the May 1982 plenary

meeting of the Central Committee had to be taken in a fairly difficu

situation. Also the weather was not favourable to us this year is all

the more important, therefore, to commend the selfless work of he

Soviet farmers. Their efforts as well as the reinforcement o he

material and technological facilities of agriculture have yielded fairly

good results in a number of regions, territories and Republics, lhc

grain harvest has markedly increased compared with last year s. and a

fairly good crop of cotton, vegetables and grapes has been grown.

There has been an increment in the production of milk and eggs. The

subsidiary farms of industrial plants are gaining strength Concern for

developing individual subsidiary farming has also proved fruitful. For

all that, shortages in the supplies of certain loodstulls have not yet

been eliminated.
. r . _ .

It is clear to all. of course, that the implementation of the Food

1
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Programme is not a matter of one year. This is clearly so. Never-

theless we arc obliged to say frankly that the implementation of this

nroaramme should not be procrastinated. The workers of the ag

industrUd'complex must Jp up their

mcu a wav as to make the enormous funds appropriated lor tn

fulfilment 'of this task yield fruit today and still greater tru.

U,

ThePolitbureau believe that the forthcoming plenary meetings and

meetings of Party committee activists, the sessions ol the Soviets

with the provisions of the Food Programme.
,

1 will not dwell in detail on how important it is to complete the

bound
up” <h “he guidelines for developing .he agro-indus,nal com-

plexand* bearing in mind .ha, is preeiseiy a complex where no

plan forl983 keen^atteinh?n is pa.d .0 increasing .heo^d

and ^ <fual„y of consumer ^ods » » -h^
Brezhnev attached special significance. Th^^ n ’t0

a f

selves with consumer goods production, as Comrade Baibakov has

S;:.r .u

this work and assume full responsibility for its performance.

let me dwell on some major problems involved n the

development of key industries. This refers primarily to the continued
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repairs and maintenance of the fleet of locomotives and the organiz-

ation of traffic are of a low standard. Evidently, not only the leader-

ship of this Ministry but also the USSR Council of Ministers and the

CPSU Central Committee will have to draw serious conclusions from

the criticisms expressed at this plenary meeting.

There have been more frequent bottlenecks in the operation of

iron-and-stecl plants. Just as last year, this industry has failed to cope

with its plan assignments. The national economy has received a few'

million tons of rolled stock less than planned. It is primarily the

Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy that is to blame for the situation in

this industry. Of course, there are also objective difficulties. A sig-

nificant share of the basic productive capacities requires reconstruc-

tion and modernization. The Ministry is in need of effective help

from the State Planning Committee, the State Committee for

Materials and Technical Supply and the engineering Ministries.

We invest enormous funds in economic development, the

construction of new capacities, housing construction, and the

development of cultural and service establishments. Effective use of

these funds is a task of crucial significance. However, quite a few

problems still exist in the sphere of capital construction. It is manda-

tory to oppose more resolutely the scattering of material resources

and manpower between numerous building projects. The share of

reconstruction and modernization should be increased, and the num-

ber of new construction projects reduced. We are dissatisfied with

many aspects of the organization of construction as such. The short-

comings existing here result year after year in underfulfilmcnt of

plans of commissioning new capacities. A number of construction

Ministries tend to reduce the scope of building and assembly

operations, although the Government provides large financial

resources, machinery and equipment to reinforce the material and

technological facilities of these Ministries. In many instances the

standards of building and assembly work remain low. The mobility of

building organizations is insufficient.

Quite a few resolutions have been adopted to eliminate these

drawbacks. They must be fulfilled. To introduce order in capital

construction is one of the central tasks in the national economy.

I will not dwell today on other spheres and branches of the econ-

omy. All of
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have been adopted by the masses. Today it is crucially important and

necessary that every working man and woman realize that the fulfil-

ment of the plan depends on their own labour contribution as well,

that all understand the simple truth that the better we work, the

better we live. As Lenin emphasized, the wider the scope of our plans

and our production tasks, the -greater the numbers of people who

should be drawn by the millions into independent participation in the

fulfilment of these tasks".

This means that it is necessary to ensure the continued develop-

ment of socialist democracy in its broadest sense, that is ever more

active involvement of the working people in the management of the

affairs of state and society. Naturally, there is no need to argue here

to prove how important it is to display concern for the needs of the

working people, for their working and living conditions.

We will always be unswervingly faithful to the Leninist norms and

principles which have been securely affirmed in the life of the Party

and state.

The tasks facing us are truly enormous and complex. Our I arty,

however, can measure up to them.

The days when we paid our last respects to Leonid Brezhnev have

shown to the whole world that our Communist Party and the Soviet

people are linked by indissoluble tics, that they are united by their

common determination to follow staunchly and undeviatingly the

path charted by Lenin.

The Soviet people have again demonstrated their utter devotion to

the ideas of Marxism-Leninism, their profound respect and affection

for the Party, their organization, self-control, and confidence in their

strength.
, ,

. ..

We look forward to an important event in the history ot our

multinational socialist state—the 60th anniversary of the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics. In these days the Soviet people devote

their finest thoughts to the Leninist Party which stood at the cradle of

the USSR and is wisely leading the peoples of this country along the

path of communist construction.

To strengthen the unity of the Party and people, to follow stead-

fastly the great Lenin’s behests—this is the guarantee of our our

future triumphs!
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general advancement of the Soviet Union's economy and culture^

This is not simply an arithmetic sum total but a multiple increase

our creative potentials. ... ollt„ ri

All nations and national minorities living in the twenty auton-

omous Republics and eighteen autonomous regions and d>^icts as

one friendly family succesfully bring their potentialities into play

Millions of Germans. Poles, Koreans, Kurds and membersi of other

nationalities are fully-fledged Soviet citizens for whom the Soviet

Union has long been their homeland.

The peoples of this country feel especially warm gratitude to the

Russian people. Without its selfless fraternal assistance the present

achievements of any of the Republics would have be«n 'mpossible. A

factor of exceptional significance in the economic po itteal andctiltu

ral life of this country, in promoting the unity of all its “at*°n -

national minorities, in giving them access to the wealth of world

civilization, is the Russian language, which has naturally become part

and parcel of the life of millions of people of any nationality.

The new Constitution of the USSR has been a major milestone in

consolidating the national state foundations of Soviet society _Th.

outstanding document has not only summed up the result! of ea he

development but has also formulated the strong and table political

and legal foundations for the continued prosperity and consolidation

of all nations of this country, both large and small.

The real qualitative changes which have taken place in relat

between nations over the last sixty years is evidence that the nationa-

lities problem in the form we inherited from the Ttiml
been successfully resolved finally and irreversibly. Por the first time

in history the multinational composition of a country s population has

turned from a source of its weakness into a source of its strength and

Pr

Speaking in this hall exactly ten years ago. Leonid Brezhnev

described this very well in the following words: “In this country . .

there have developed relations without precedent in history which we

rightly call the Leninist friendship of nations. This friendship is our

invaluable property, one of the most significant achievements of

socialism cherished by every Soviet citizen. We Soviet people will

always cherish this friendship as the apple of our eye

On this red-letter day we pay tribute to many generations of Soviet
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the ethnic contingents of the Soviet working class, the leading force in

our society. The results are here for all to see. Today the workers

constitute the largest social group in all the Union Republics.

However, in some of them the indigenous nationality should be more

fully represented in the composition of the working class. Hence the

task set by the 26th Congress of the CPSU: to widen and improve the

training of skilled workers from among all nations and national

minorities living in the Republics. This is dictated by the need for

economic development. This is also important politically. The multi-

national labour collectives, of workers first and foremost, arc pre-

cisely the milieu where the spirit of internationalism is cultivated best

of all. and the brotherhood and friendship of Soviet nations are

strengthened the most.

Another highly important question is one of representation of

working people in the Party and government bodies of the Republics

and the Union as a whole This is not, of course, a matter of some

formal representation quotas. An arithmetic approach to the solution

of such problems would be irrelevant. However, it is necessary to

work consistently for all nationalities existing in a given Republic to

be duly represented in various Party and government echelons. Con-

sideration of the moral and political qualities of personnel, attention

and solicitude, great tact in their selection and placement are

particularly indispensable in the conditions of the multinational

Union and Autonomous Republics.

A permanent task of fundamental importance is education of

all Soviet citizens in the spirit of mutual respect and friendship of all

Soviet nations and national minorities, dedication to their great

Soviet Motherland, internationalism and solidarity with the working

people of foreign nations. This task is being fulfilled by all Party and

YCL. organizations, the Soviets and the trades unions, and our

Armed Forces, which have always been a good school of interna-

tionalism. This should also be a matter of daily concern to all educa-

tional institutions of this country.

In the field of internationalist education, just as in all our ideo-

logical and mass-scale political work, wc are confronted by immense

tasks. A persuasive, concrete demonstration of our achievements, a

profound analysis of new problems constantly generated by life.
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determination and to complete political and economic independence

^Tharwas'a simple and clear expression of the essence of the
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Wl

However° reviewing°today ’s life in our countries we have good

reason to say with satisfaction that we have learned a 1
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be reduced correspondingly, so that the numbers of strategic arms

delivery vehicles in possession of either state could be equal. We have

also proposed a substantial reduction in the number of nuclear

charges and a maximum limitation on improvement of nuclear

weapons.

Our proposals apply to all types of strategic arms without excep-

tion, and envisage a reduction of their arsenals by many hundreds of

units. They are meant to stop all possible channels for a further arms

race in this field. But this would only be a beginning: agreement on

the aforesaid basis would be the starting-point for an even greater

mutual reduction of the numbers of such armaments, on which the

two sides could agree, taking account of the general strategic situ-

ation.
,

.

.

While negotiations arc in progress we propose what is suggested by

common sense: to freeze the strategic arsenals of both sides. The US

Administration is opposed to this step for a reason which is now clear

to all: it has started out on a new significant nuclear arms build-up.

Washington’s arguments attempting to justify this build-up

obviously do not hold water. Allegations concerning a "lag’ behind

the USSR which the Americans have to catch up with arc deliberate

falsehoods, as has more than once been pointed out before. And

arguments to the effect that new weapons systems, such as the “MX

missile, for instance, arc needed to “help progress in disarmament

talks" are simply ludicrous.

Programme of continued arms build-up will not force the Soviet

Union to make unilateral concessions. We shall be forced to meet the

challenge from the American side by deploying appropriate weapons

systems of our own: respond to “MX" with a similar missile, and

oppose the American long-range cruise missile with our own long-

range cruise missile, which is already undergoing field tests.

These are not threats at all. We do not desire events to develop m

this direction, and we are doing our level best to avoid it. It is

necessary, however, that the US policy-makers and the public at

large should clearly realize the actual state of affairs. If it is really

believed in Washington that new weapons systems could be an Amer-

ican “trump-card” at negotiations, let them know that these will be

fake “trump-cards". A policy motivated by an ambition to achieve
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The Soviet Union is prepared to go very far. As is known, we have

proposed an agreement on renunciation of all kinds of nuclear

weapons, both medium-range and tactical ones, aimed at targets in

Europe. This initiative, however, fell on deaf ears. Evidently, they

are unwilling to accept it, but are careful not to reject it openly, wish

to emphasize again that this proposal of ours holds good

We have proposed another option: the USSR and the NATO

powers should reduce their medium-range armaments by more than

two-thirds. So far the United States is opposed to it. For its part it has

come forward with a proposal called a "zero option . It provides tor

the dismantling of all Soviet medium-range missiles not only in the

European but also in the Asiatic part ot the USSR, with NAlOs

nuclear missile arsenal in Europe being retained and even increased.

Can it really be true that somebody seriously expects the Soviet

Union to agree to this? It seems that Washington would like to thwart

an agreement to be able to refer to the failure of negotiations and

deploy American missiles on European soil one way or another.

The future will show if this is true or not. As far as we are

concerned, we will continue our efforts to reach an agreement on a

basis equitable to both sides. We are prepared, in particular, to come

to an arrangement whereby the Soviet Union shall retain in Europe

only as many missiles as Britain and France have, and not a sing e

missile more. This means that the Soviet Union would dismantle

hundreds of missiles, including a few dozen of the most advanced

missiles known in the West as SS-20. As regards the Sov.et-American

issue of medium-range missiles, this would be a truly fair zero

option". Moreover, if the number of British and French missiles were

subsequently reduced, the number of Soviet missiles would addi-

tionallv be reduced by the same percentage.

Simultaneously, agreement should also be reached on a reduction

to equal levels on both sides of the number of medium-range nuclear

weapons-carrying aircraft available in the relevant region both to the

USSR and to the NATO countries.

We appeal to our partners to agree to this clear and lair arrange-

ment. to take advantage of this opportunity while it is still there. We

wish, however, that nobody should delude himself; we will never

allow our own security and the security of our allies to be put in
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of instruments of the class struggle with new methods, ways and

means of struggle, working out new problems of the strategy and

tactics of socialist revolution, new forms of involving the masses in

the liberation movement. The communist parties of the capitalist

countries mapped out a flexible and effective line of revolutionary

struggle in the new situation.
.

Many innovations had to be introduced into Marxist-Leninist

theory to bring it into line with the historic changes brought about in

the world by the victorious national liberation revolutions in the vast

continents of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The realities of hte

faced the peoples of the ncwly-independent countries with the

problem of choosing the ways of further struggle for complete inde-

pendence and social progress. The Marxist-Lemmsts offered their

own solution to these problems to meet the interests of the peoples.

The Marxist-Leninist parties carried out great work to sum up the-

latest phenomena of modern world development. Taking accountto

the new alignment of forces in the world arena, they outlined the

ways of struggle against imperialism, war, and reaction, for peace,

democracy, national independence, and socialism, and jointly map-

ped out the general line of the international communist movement

This work resulted in the Declaration of 1957, the Statement ot 1 ,

and other remarkable documents of revolutionary Marxism-

Leninism. As acknowledged by the fraternal parties, the conclusions

and decisions of the Soviet Communist Party congresses are ot his-

toric significance for the entire communist and liberation movement

Marxism-Leninism is inconceivable without these achievements o

creative thought, which develop the ideas of Marx, Engels, and Lenin

in close association with the present epoch and make them an t fee

live instrument for remaking the modern world. Marxism-Leninism

today includes not only the great heritage of the founders of com-

munist doctrine but also the entire wealth of experience and thcoret -

cal activity of the Communist parties of the world, the experience ot

working-class struggle and the entire liberation movement.

This is a forceful expression of the international nature of

Marxist-Leninist teaching. It was not before the advent of Marxism

Leninism that a revolutionary theory was evolved, capable oi uniting

for joint action the peoples of different countries and different conti-

nents, living

alone indies

nations.
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other working people, the petit bourgeoisie of the Asian, African, and

^Many’leaders oT^e national liberation movement reckon with this

strong gravitation of the mass towards socialism and have com

orwardwith slogans of struggle for socialist

5SSSSS5=f=
—fh~

d

internationalism. The CPSU is determined to bear this Leninist ban-

ner high in the future as well.

THE LENINIST CAUSE TRIUMPHS

Lenin has stated more than once that the most iMpon*W* aI“!

complicated task facing the working class is not destruction of the ole

SSSSS^After the victory of the P«>letanan^u^

the construction of a new socialist society becomes a practica 1 matte

for millions upon millions of people in the socialist countries A t ue

Leninist is not only a fighter against the old _ordei pn
:

Yj
builder of a new world. The enthusiasm and genuine P,edsun- "

which Lenin got down to practical work in construction <mmediate y

after the victory of the October Revolution is a matter of common

knowledge. WUh his amazingly great powers of work ‘‘nd profoun

erudition in the most diverse fields of human end

minded all the initiatives of the young Soviet Repu .
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socialist democracy, the involvement of the mass of the people in the

management of production and all public affairs, encouragement of

their initiative and creativity. Democracy is not only one of the mam

goals of socialism .mportant in itself: without

impossible to develop productive forces successfully and build

material and technological basis for a new society.

Thetanlrma.ionM the of prole, arian dicawrahap m,o a

state of the whole people and of the working-class party into a party

of the whole people is striking evidence of the development of

,e in its progress this country >s confident^

implementing the great Lenin’s behests, ft is a busy scene of tireless

work and creative endeavour, the steady emergence and^assertion,
< f

new Hfc and of a new man. the man of communist society . All of the

world’s working people admire our progress, regarding it as their own

C3

Our successes are so evident that they arc not denied, even by out-

adversaries They are worried by the capitalist world losing its contest

"Sialism, and they regard this fact as a direct threa to

themselves A group of Columbia University experts in the USA in

receStlmdy on the'prospects of economic competition between th

United States and the Soviet Union wrote with

'

in ,ates 0 f economic growth. They said that the United States

might adopt an old Russian tradition dating back to the democrat 'C

institutions of Novgorod. When this famous trading city was in dan-

ger, one of its citizens rang the tocsin. Tlien the city’s whole papu-

lation assembled in the central square to decide wha : wa . to be done.

Now the tocsin is sounding the alarm for the Un.md State^

This is the turn matters have taken today. In the face o

growing power of socialism the imperialists have to ring the alarrm

They are scared of our growth, which is another proof that we are

the ideas of Leninism have been

translated imo reality not just in one country but ,n a group o

countries which have formed the world socialist system. The very

“socialism has spread beyond the -™its of one country o vast

areas in Europe and Asia, and its emergence in the Western hum.
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phere, is a great triumph of Marxism-Leninism. Today the

experience of socialist transformations includes not only the practices

of the Soviet Union but also a large variety of ways and means of

socialist construction in widely different countries.

As a true internationalist, Lenin eagerly desired the path of other

nations to socialism to be easier than ours. He believed that the

sacrifices made by Russia’s proletariat, the difficulties it had to over-

come in making the first breach in the chain of imperialist states,

would make it easier for other peoples to embark on the path of

building a new life.

It would be relevant to recall in this context Lenin’s story about his

discussion with a Polish communist, who said that the Polish revolu-

tionaries would imaginatively use Soviet experience. “One of the

finest comrades among the Polish communists’’ Lenin reminisced,

“said in reply to my remark ‘You will do differently’: ‘No. We will do

the same but we will do it better than you did.' 1 had absolutely

nothing to object to that argument. One must have a chance to fulfil

this modest desire: to make Soviet power better than ours.”
1

The Soviet people have shouldered their heavy task as pioneers of

socialism and built the world’s first socialist society. And they feel

happy, as Lenin would, to see the peoples of other countries borrow-

ing from our experience cope with the tasks of building a new society

at less expense, following the Soviet people’s path with relatively

easier effort. The Soviet communists highly appreciate the remark-

able contributions being made by the peoples of the fraternal

countries to the international experience of the struggle for socialism.

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is consistently pursuing

a policy of friendship with all the peoples of the world, a policy of

brotherly alliance of the peoples which have taken the road towards

socialism.

The Marxist-Leninists have never shut their eyes to the complex-

ities involved in the emergence of socialism, which grows up not in a

sterile test tube, figuratively speaking, but on a soil polluted by the

domination of feudalism and capitalism for centuries. Our teachers

harboured no illusions in this respect. Lenin writes that “the proletar-

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 38. p. 162.
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^

oppose national to social tasks, against any manifestation of racist,

CT“ X~tsts have a totally different attitude to the

national ideology expressing the people's legitimate asp,rattens

towards liberation from all forms of ethnic oppression, primarily

from colonialism and neocolonialism: this liberation improves

position of the working people in the countnes concerned^

The unprecedented growth of the national liberation movement

in the postwar period, the entry of scores of Asian. African and Lalm

American peoples on the path of independence, have naturally

aroused a tremendous upsurge of national feeling
,

na .ona

pride, national self-awareness, a striving to consolidate nations

sovereignty, economic and political independence.
,

'

The Marxist-Leninists not only support the pPlc s tre

^
d

struggle but also indicate the right way of securing final victory in the

struggle for national independence: the way ot soca prog^ss. o^

socialism At the same time, the communists different. ate between

the lawful aspirations of nations towards freedom, their efforts to

strengthen their sovereignty and independence Iron, the nationalism

of reactionary forces in Asia. Africa, and Latin America.

The communists support whatever is progressive ,n he national

liberation movement of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin Amer

ica Thev are in favour of a strong alliance with thls m^menL

The Marxist-Leninists proceed from the premise that this alliance

is of worldwide historic significance, since unity of^11

forces today is not only indispensable for bringing tocompetionhe

tasks of national liberation, but is crucial to the destiny of the enti

*.——_
.£

closely related to the multi-millioned allies of the working class in

struggle against international imperialism, for socialism.

i fnin regarded an alliance between the working class and the

peasantry as the most crucial question of sociahst revolu«on m Russ a

and world revolution in general. It was primarily becau ™
successfully preserved and consolidated the proletariat s alliance with

the peasantry that socialism has triumphed in our country.

In the pJent situation the working class is confronted on a world-

I

sw - c*
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Asian, African, and Latin American countries, but also those in

developed capitalist countries. In these countr.es the aggravation of

social contradictions inevitably leads to isolation of the monopoly

circles, which are opposed by joint actions of not only the workers

but also other social strata, such as the peasantry, the petty and

middle bourgeoisie, and the intelligentsia. The greater part of society

in these countries is interested in restricting the power of the mono-

polies, in defence and widening of democratic freedoms, which are

under attack from the monopolists, in the maintenance of peace. Y is

holds out favourable opportunities for united action by the commun-

ists jointly with the socialists and other democratic parties and sets a

broad social stage for a struggle for transformations extending

beyond the framework of conventional reforms.

The entire course of historical development, particularly during the

last few decades, indicates that in the capitalist countries the social

tasks of the working class, by winning support from the mass of he

people, increasingly acquire a common national character At the

same time, it is perfectly obvious to the communists that truly

national tasks cannot be successfully fulfilled in isolation from the

solution of international problems, that the national interests of every

people cannot be separated from the interests of all progressive

The Marxist-Leninists believe that correct interpretation and

application of the principle of proletarian internationalism makes it

possible to meet the national requirements of any party and any

section of the working people while preserving the unity of the

communist movement and all revolutionary forces, rh.s is precisely

the kind of organic harmony required by the immediate tasks of

revolutionary movement.

The need for such harmony has been thrown into salient relief >

the struggle for peace and peaceful coexistence of countries belong-

ing to different social systems. Today, when enormous nuclear

weapons arsenals have been built up and war would inevitably wipe

out whole nations the preservation and strengthening of international

peace has become the basic prerequisite for solving any national task-

For a people to be able to resolve its national and social problems, it

must above all display concern for preserving peace on earth, and this
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EB

tions on economic managers and their qualifications, lhe Party says:

once you arc a leading executive you have more to answer for and

you are responsible for all affairs in the area of work under your

authority. This requirement is legitimate. It is impossible to cope with

the complex tasks facing us without it. However. I wish to emphasize

another, highly important, aspect of our development.

It is a matter for the whole people to fulfil the tasks facing the

country. Wherever a Soviet citizen may work, he is actively involved

in the management of national affairs. Nobody is entitled to stay

away from them. This is the only right way to handle this problem.

Indeed, raising production efficiency, implementing the regime of

economy, and rational management are possible only when the mass

of the working people are actively involved in this work. Their

activity is motivated by their ownership of all material and cultural

values existing in this country. They create them, and they own them.

This is the line bequeathed to us by Lenin. The Party is consistently

pursuing this line.

Our Party is called Leninist not only because it was founded and

raised by Lenin, but also because it lives and works in accordance

with Lenin’s behests. Steeled in struggle, in the gruelling tests of class

battles, enriched with the experience of revolutionary achievements

and socialist construction, the Soviet Communist Party has won

profound respect not only of the peoples of our multinational state

but of the peoples of the whole world as well.

The recent celebration of Lenin's birth was striking evidence of

the peoples’ affectionate attitude to the CPSU. It demonstrated

conclusively the strong unity and cohesion ol the working people with

the Communist Party and its Central Committee, the Party's high

international prestige.

In his report on the occasion of the Lenin centenary. General

Secretary Leonid Brezhnev presented a vivid picture of the spectacu-

lar historic transactions carried out by the Party and the Soviet people

following the path charted by Lenin.

In the last four years, along with its unflagging attention to the

solution of major economic problems, the Party displayed unremit-

ting concern for the continued advancement of the Soviet political

system, for the development and consolidation of the democratic
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Speech at a solemn meeting ol[

*

he

Murmansk City Committee of the CPSU

and the City Soviet of Working People s

Deputies on the occasion of the

decoration of Murmansk with the

Order of the Red Banner of Labour,

22 December 1971

Dear comrades!
. f the Rcd Banner

Today your city is to be presen^e
bestowed on Murmansk for the

of Labour. 1 his high awar « • '

.

fu\fining the assignments

successes achieved by ,.s
,“"'mi.tee the Party

of the Eighth Five-Year plan.
nraised the WOrk of the

and the Soviet gwernme* have
^'an^ailwaymen-all active

fishermen and builders,
j\ d Uural development of your city,

participants in the economic a d
Sovie, people's life. It will

This year is a remarkable period in

^ ihc 24th CPSU
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the Party and the entire boviet P I

r
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country’s further ^XwevfngVgoals indicated. The Con-

concrete ways and means oUch.e
Communisl party

.
s high-

greSS documents v,»,dly exp
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principled line in tne ^ and socialism,

strengthening the positions o
CPSU Centra \ Com-

the decisions adopted by the 24th CPSU Congress
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task of advancing the

however, there is no such eon
gf0Wth cf heavy industry,

five-year plan provides or fur P - expansion of social
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We communists take pride in our successes, but we never shut our

eyes to shortcomings, and learn our lesson from them. Our Party

frankly tells the working people about the difficulties still existing in

economic development and in other areas of our activity, and out-

lines ways of overcoming these difficulties jointly with the working

people.

The November 1971 Plenary Meeting of the Party's Central Com-

mittee specifically emphasized the need to do away with the situation

where individual enterprises and sectors of the economy fail to fulfil

their plan assignments. The available reserves and opportunities for

advancing labour productivity arc by no means used completely.

Funds earmarked for capital construction arc not utilized adequately

either.

I hope you will not take offence if 1 remark that for all your good

record described above you are still far from using all your latent

reserves, that with your experience and your technology you could

have achieved more in fulfilling the plans of fish catch. This year, of

course, has been difficult as far as the fishing conditions are con-

cerned. However, even in this year quite a few' remarkable crews of

fishing trawlers and herring seiners have successfully coped with their

assignments, notwithstanding these hard conditions, and set up splen-

did examples of selfless work. This proves again and again that in the

final analysis the human factor is decisive for success. I am confident

that the working people of Murmansk will achieve the plan targets by

their dedicated work.

Soviet home policy is inseparably linked with the activities of the

Party and the Soviet state on the international scene. As you know,

the international political situation remains complicated. The forces

of international imperialism, primarily the reactionary circles of the

United States, stubbornly pursue a policy aimed at undermining the

positions of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, the work-

ing class and the national liberation movements. The war of aggres-

sion in Vietnam, the Middle East crisis, the intrigues of imperialism

in the Indian sub-continent—all these show that the struggle against

the aggressive ambitions of imperialism should by no means be

relaxed. The Soviet Union and other fraternal socialist countries are

in the forefront of this struggle.
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on(t defence potential ot
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the Soviet Union. Hence, the
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ment.
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Glory to the Soviet people.
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The Soviet economy is not a simple arithmetic sum total erf indi-

vidual economic units but an integrated national economic complex.

Such integration generates unpreeedented acceleration in the

development of each republic individually and thc cou
"^

as

whole. Constant consideration of both the common interests of all

our Union and the interests of each of its constituent repubh^-such

is the essence of the Party policy in national state dc^opmtntJHus

is why the Party invariably displays concern for the common mtercsts

of all Republics, works for the solution of economic, social, cultural,

military Tnd other tasks within the framework and on the scope th

whole country as a single and indissoluble whole.

To sum up in brief the results of the Party s activities the fidd of

national development, the following should be pointed outm the first

place: in the sociopolitical field class and ethnic oppression has been

fully abolished, the equality of all peoples has been ertabhshed mal

fields of social life, new, socialist nations and

formed and firmly united in a single state-the USSR in the econ

omic field highly advanced industry and large-scale mechanized ago-

cultur^have been b»il, in all Un.on Republics on the bas,s of soc,«l,s

relations of production, the powerful Soviet economy has be

created -

in the ideological field the Marxist-Lenmist world outlook

hastSieved unchallenged primacy, which is a triumph of the^.deas of

friendship among nations over the ideas of chauvinism and national

ism the internationalist convictions have become firmly implanted in

the minds of Soviet citizens; in the cultural field unprecedented

progress has been achieved in all national cultures, in tte spmtua

development of all nations and national mmorttie of the USSR

common Soviet culture, socialist in content and national in lorm, h

be

ThuTwThave every reason to say that the nationalities question in

thl form we inherited from the past and in the form it exists in

capitalist states where it remains one of the most acute and dangcro

problems has been fully and finally reso ved in th. •
county. This is

the legitimate result of building socialism in the USSR

imolementine the Leninist nationalities policy.

't, pre”enuhc Soviet peoples effort and

are directed to fulfilling the decisions of the 24th Cl SU Congrc. .

great programme of economic, social and cultural development has
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from exile three times. After every escape he continued his revolu-

tionary work underground.

Dzerzhinsky was a model of a genuine internationalist who was

fully aware of the significance of the class struggle. A son of the

Polish people oppressed by tsarism and an ardent Polish patriot, he

was able to rise above the narrow nationalistic interests professed by

the bourgeoisie and to realize that a true solution to the nationalities

problem could be found only in alliance with the workers and

peasants of Russia, in the struggle for the social liberation of the

working people of the whole country.

Russia at the time was being torn apart by bitter antagonisms. A

proletarian revolution was imminent. For that revolution to be

accomplished, however, titanic efforts were required to educate and

organize the masses.

In the country chained by tsarism, where all that was progressive

was ruthlessly suppressed, where the ominous figure of a gendarme

symbolized autocratic rule and lawlessness, where thousands of free-

dom fighters languished in prisons, victory in a revolution critically

depended on the existence of a Marxist-Leninist party cemented by

iron discipline, common will and actions, full of revolutionary

determination and irreconcilable to opportunism of any kind.

“.
. . Give us an organization of revolutionaries, and we will

transform Russia!” Lenin wrote .

1 Lenin founded such an organiz-

ation. Lenin and the Leninist revolutionaries following him. Dzer-

zhinsky among them, headed the political movement which came to

be known as Bolshevism in the history of the Russian and inter-

national working-class movement. Lenin and the Bolsheviks, Lenin-

ism and Bolshevism, are names and concepts which are linked

inseparably in our minds.

The October Revolution was successful primarily because the

working people were led by the Bolshevik Party, whose strategy and

tactics were based on a scientific understanding of the laws of social

development, a party deeply rooted in the midst of the people and

capable of channelling the revolutionary enthusiasm of the masses

towards the achievement of their common goals.

1)3.

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 6. p. 127.
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legitimate method of revolution only at certain stages of its develop-

ment only under definite and specific conditions, whereas organiz-

ation of the proletarian masses, organization of the working people

was and remains a far more profound and permanent aspect of this

revolution, a pre-condition for its victories.

As Lenin repeatedly emphasized.

Construction was and remains the main function among all the

fundamental functions of the Soviet state. The most conduwve evi-

dence of that is the first decrees of the Soviet government on the land

and on peace, its consistent policy of developing the economy and

culture, of promoting the unity and brotherhood of all nations and

national minorities of this country.

When the Soviet Republic had started its work of economic recoy-

ery and reconstruction, the Party entrusted Dzerzhinsky with the

solution of formidable economic problems, leaving him in charge of

the state security service. He was appointed People s Commissar for

Transport Communications and organized the restoration of the w ar

ravaged network of transport services. Then he was ch

J

irged^
chairmanship of the Supreme National Economic Council and came

forward as an active fighter for implementing the Leninist policy of

socialist industrialization of the country. He actively contributed to

the efforts to build up the iron-and-steel and other mdustr.es, to

strengthen the country’s defence capability, and worked selflessly to

convert the USSR into a mighty industrial power. Whatever field the

Party assigned him to work in. he invariably displayed his ability to

organize people, to infect them with his enthusiasm, and to develop

in them a keen sense of responsibility to the country and peop

Emphasizing this responsibility, Dzerzhinsky wrote as follows.

“ just as in the days of the October Revolution when the victory

of the workers and peasants was secured by their active efforts

self-sacrifice and class consciousness, now on the production front

with the workers in power and the bourgeoisie and its ownership of

factories and plants abolished, only active and conscious efforts by

the mass of the workers can secure our victory.

1 V. I. Lenin. Collected Works, vol. 38. p. 74.

2 F. E. Dzerzhinsky, Selected Works, Moscow. 1977. vol. 2. p. 22.
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are thankful to them. Those who criticize by mistake we regard as

deluded individuals.”
1

It would be educative for bourgeois ideologists to read Article 49 in

the draft of the new Soviet Constitution. It clearly formulates the

right of Soviet citizens to criticism and to making proposals for

consideration by various bodies. Moreover, it expressly forbids

persecution for criticism in this country.

The matter is different when a few individuals who have divorced

themselves from Soviet society engage in anti-Soviet activity, violate

the law, supply the West with slanderous information, circulate false

rumours, and attempt to provoke various antisocial incidents. These

renegades have not and cannot have any support within the country.

This is precisely why they do not dare to come out openly at a factory,

on a collective farm or in an office. They would have to take to their

heels from there, figuratively speaking. The existence of the so-called

“dissidents” has been made possible exclusively by the fact that the

enemies of socialism have geared the Western press, diplomatic, as

well as intelligence and other special services to work in this field. It is

no longer a secret to anyone that “dissidence” has become a

profession of its own kind, which is generously rewarded with foreign

currency and other sops that differ but little, in effect, from what the

imperialist special services pay to their agents.

Some Western figures invite us to explain what is in their view an

“embarrassing” question: why are there “dissidents” in the USSR

after sixty years of Soviet government?

This question is “embarrassing” only at first glance. Indeed, it

would be unrealistic to imagine that among the Soviet population of

over 250 million there are no individuals thinking differently from the

vast majority on some specific issues.

We know from statements by Marx and Engels and from real life

that the moulding of the new man requires much time and effort,

even more than is taken by deep-going socioeconomic transforma-

tions. Moreover, the moulding of the new man in the socialist

countries is a process taking place not in a vacuum but in conditions

1

L. I. Brezhnev, Following Lenin's Course. Speeches and articles. Moscow, 1978,

vol. 6, p. 336.
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Leninists Felix Dzerzhinsky was one of them. For us they have

always been and remain a model of dedication to commun,smand

revolutionary ardour. They arc always with us in the struggle tor the

communism . The finest monument to them is the Soviet

people's historic accomplishments of worldwide significance.

Long live the Soviet people building communism.

Long live the Communist Party of the Soviet Union leading the

Soviet people along the path charted by Ixmn!
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Soviet
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le fore-
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counter-revolutionary actions, the working people of Karelia de-

clared their firm determination to stay with the Soviet Republic, to

defend the workers’ and peasants’ government to the last drop ot

h'xhe desire of the Karelian people to build a new life in alliance

with the Russian and other peoples of the Soviet Republic met with

full understanding and support on the part of the Soviet government

The situation taking shape in the territory, the ways and means of

solving the most complicated socioeconomic problems, the methods

for the most effective solution of the ethnic problems, were the object

of close attention and constant concern of Lenin and the government

of the young Soviet Republic, Lenin said that he believed in t e

radiant future of the freedom-loving Karelian people^

By a decree of the All-Russia Central Executive Committee the

Karelian Labour Commune was proclaimed on 9 June, 1920. 1 his act

reflected a quest for a practical solution to the question of autonomy

for nations and national minorities rallying around Soviet Russia

This set the stage for the development of the national statehood ot

Karcha

The ideas of international unity were expressed in the resolutions

of the 1st All-Karelia Congress, which decreed that the Karelian

Labour Commune “must remain in indissoluble union with Soviet

Russia and develop its economy and culture in close co-operation

with the worker and peasant masses of Russia. ... Only a close

union with Soviet Russia^ will safeguard Karelia against encroach-

ments by the capitalists”.
2

Today we can see in the achievements of the working people ot

Karelia, just as the other peoples of this country, a brilliant practical

expression of Lenin’s idea of achieving the actual equality of nations

as an indispensable prerequisite for securing and strengthening their

international fraternal unity.

•In our country”, Leonid Brezhnev has said, “there has emerged

and strengthened a great brotherhood of working people united

irrespective of their nationality by their common class interests and

1 Essays on the History of Karelia, Petrozavodsk, 1964. vol. 2. p. 135.

2 Together with Lenin. Reminiscences. Documents. Petrozavodsk, 1970, p. 318.
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woman knows, however, that these difficulties

after year, that the Soviet state follows the line of fulfilling complex

tasks 'which can and must be accomplished with the most active

support and participation of all Soviet citizens wherever they may

W
°The 24th and 25th Party Congresses advanced to the foreground

the task of intensifying social production and of enhancing tie

efficiency and quality of all work. This is an objective requirement a

law issuing from the realities of life. Today it is necessary to fulfi

plans not at any cost but with minimum inputs of manpower and

materials. The essence of the policy of advancing efficiency lies in an

ability to use skilfully, in a truly rational way. the enormously

increased potentialities and advantages of the Soviet economy, it

rich experience accumulated over the six decades of Soviet govern-

ment the competence and skills of our excellent specialists, the

achievements of the scientific and technological revolution.

The July 1978 plenary meeting of the Party s Central Committee

closelv examined the problems involved in the continued advance-

ment of agriculture. Leonid Brezhnev analysed in comprehensive and

profound detail the Party's activities in developing agriculture at the

present stage. In his report he formulated the principles and practical

measures outlining the main ways of converting agriculture into a

highlv-developed sector of the national economy, of securing its

further progress in accordance with the Leninist agrarian policy.

Experience has proved the correctness ol the line charted by the

Marc!, 1965 plenary meeting of the CPSU Central Commdtee^ The

Partv’s agrarian policy is being translated into reality by the efforts

and will of the Soviet people. The material and technological facilities

of agriculture have been reinforced considerably. Much has also been

done to develop those branches of industry which supply agriculture

with machines, equipment and mineral fertilizers. 1 he implemen-

tation of the comprehensive programme of advancing agriculture is

alreadv yielding tangible results. Over the last seven years the aver-

age annual gross output of farm products has grown almost . per

cent from the corresponding period before the March plenary meet-

ing of the CPSU Central Committee. For instance, grain production

has increased by 61.5 million tons and production of raw cotton by
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masses and in which every working man and woman clearly sees a

reflection of their interests end aspirations, the result of dim V**Or

products This success is the direct result of the efforts made by th

working people in town and country to reinforce the material and

^S^aTw^of agriculture. I. is

correctness of the Party's agrarian policy reaffirmed by the July

nlenarv meeting of the CPSU Central Committee.
P
As vour deputy 1 am very pleased to know that the working people

ofthe Stupino, Kashira, Sercbryano-Prudsky and Do““v0

^
tricts are contributing effectively to the common effort, of tl

Soviet people. You have quite a few remarkable masters ot the

trade who^melt metal and produce electric power fly inrcrat,

J
1

build machines grow grain and vegetable crops, obtain large incrc-

mentsTn meat and milk production. It is necessary to have more and

more such front-ranking workers. It is necessary tc.work la8s

on the part of certain individuals to prevent concealment of facts o

negligence and mismanagement with good overall performance,

is a dictate of the times and a demand of the 1 arty.

In short never before has this country been in possession £ .

an enormous economic, scientific and cultural potential, such broad

possibilities for advancement. It is necessary to take advantage o

them in a rational way, with utmost efficiency. Hence the keyTask . e

in the Tenth Five-Year Plan: to raise the efficiency and quality of all

“ Howtthis task being >n>plemen,cd7 1. is being

working man and woman, every labour collective, who persistently

mobilize latent reserves, more strictly observe production discipline

and the regime of economy, work with great energy and initiative.

Growing demands are made on the standards of management of the

national economy. The CPSU Central Committee « demuuh^

improvement of all planning work, more active and skilful
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not only for government .gendes but

You know what area of «o* Utava
^J ^^ „„„« a few

worts a^utthfkBte security
,iM in all activities of

£ Ste Communis, carry on all their

Leonid Brezhnev said. T k •
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2^ 2
. Ti.f danger of this policy

ing the principles of peaceful^coexistence.
The da g

should not be underestimated.
t0 attach high prionty to

Under present conditions we a t
. lhe Soviet Union

consolidating the might and defence capabil, ^ of the Sovje

As long as the forces which threat
^
strong and dependable

people and our allies arc actively
mighl holds in check the

TaS'no.£ abandoned for g~d their attests to stop the progrts.

Of socialism by force of arms
s {rom the premise that peace

At the same time, our Party P
n(,lhened by military rivalry,

and international security ca™1

°l^^gensWtes. poison, the Inter-

The arms race undermines trust b
situations growing

national atmosphere, increases the nsk ot ^ Soviet state

iirto°military
conflicts. This is why he CP^ ^ foll d by

alternative to this policy.
oolicy fe not a simple matter.
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,y

-Sov.et men -
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,
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the bony hand of hunger »^
the

people to take up

privations,
oppression and suttering.
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arms, drive them into

able. This has .^PP®^1
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eventually work then way

the irresistible forces
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interna l

political changes
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international affairs,
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e ^ the restructuring of
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relations between European sta
_ ^ effect> if it were not

could produce a greater political
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held back by the attempts o gg
the world to the times of
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the Cold War.
oositive changes, to resume the

However, the attempts to an* P
0̂f realism, a sober

Cold War have failed. And we h^p * wiU be preserved in
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• Union is concerned, it will
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policy have more than once
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J inJrfered with progress in

=sst^=Sr^sr,issss-^^"Eation of strategic offensive

arms has been stepped up.
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The Soviet government
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Leninism: the Mainspring of the

Revolutionary Energy and Creativity

of the Masses

Report at a ceremonial meeting in

Moscow commemorating the 112th

anniversary of Lenin's birth,

22 April 1982

The great Lenin, a revolutionary and thinker, his ideas and his wor

brought about a decisive change in mankind s destiny. The October

Revolution of 1917, which was led by Lenin, burst as it were the

uniform fabric of historical time. At one pole there has emergedland

is making rapid progress a world of liberated labour oriented on the

future. At the other pole there has survived a world of exP °'“l'on

and coercion rooted in the past. The coexistence and confrontation of

these two worlds is the most fundamental and deep-seated phe

nomenon in the social and political development of human society

change have radically altered the sociaHi^ge

of our planet. Our Mothcrland-thc Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics—has grown into an impregnable fortress of socialism.

Sist community of nations is developing and growing stronger

The once powerful colonial empires have sunk into oblivion. In place

of them there have emerged liberated states many of which a e

socialist-oriented. The situation in the main citadels of capitalism

remains unstable economically, socially, and politically, rhejeforms

by which the bourgeoisie retreating under pressure trom the workmg

class and communist movement attempted to stabilize the sduation

have failed to produce the expected effect . The ideas of socialism and

216
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Leonid Brezhnev are
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tasks, different aspects

foreground This tu v ‘'^
; f the people’s decisive role in revolu-

iL °{ soc'a"sm as ,h£ res

-rzsfis -fS -
•'Wherever Lenin might be _br t ^ linked with the people by

and whatever he might be doing,
uSsions with workers and

thousands of threads. eL ,n

^ cuitural figures were an organic

peasants, soldiers sxicntis
leader’s need to compare his

“* buM s°daiism ' Leon

Brezhnev has said
experience of the masses, faith in their

Enormous attention to the _exp
to translate their asp.ra-

£? political slogan, and programmes of

action ran through all the W^l^ndary time when sovtet

Let ns go back tn though “*^3, guidance. To say

sr»r«5' rstsffi
Swt"lirSmcri absolutely imposstble. Never-

theless, they had won tota1 victory
_ ^^^ That was not

That victory was often called a
realistic cast of mind

true, of course. And Lemn with h» sober, » ^ #^ and

realized that better than anybody
’

rnment weakened by war.

decrepit feudal-capitalistic system °
« ms which interfcred with

The world was torn apart by ‘
. c

(he Soviet Republic. The

the consolidation of
^?®^!^Lenin wat^a dose-knit political vanguard

Bolshevik Party founded by
battles. That vanguard was

- Lenin and risen in revoli. The

revolution had triumphed.
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-way project, the

c:^ojr-rf*. oTotir:
and codon to raise this year’sJ-^^**™** >” *

a„c the doctors who “
dXd,fmcnt a time, quite arduous, eoudi-
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, fhp entire widely ramified system of public

-- ”- a" ”f ,hem

adhere to socialist positions.
Western champions of “plur-

This is precisely what^ToZs^Z socialism to be estab-

alism”. They desire an organized
and other socialist

lished, if only arUhcially |n

^ entertained by enemies of our

countries. It is clear th<
wil l nevCr agree to that, and

not ,o the

detriment of socialism.
action every day in the ever

We can see socialist democracy in.ictmr ^^ of

wider involvement of the-mas.

^ ^ fundamental interests

society and state, in the
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of society and the lndividua
, jons and interests which are
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^ levels without excep-

government and

tion. As is known, at one turnThere^^ here Qur Party

associated with a departure h
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under the guidance of * Cen"
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negative consequences of that- We
record of historical

the necessary lessons from me

ThTpoWica. situation
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The socialist world ,S d
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is the logical result - ~
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In a Pravda interview the ^^^“Jnerreaffirmed the Soviet

a constructive dialogue with the Untte
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The Communist Party °ne C"nn°l
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W interests in relation to all countries and peoples of the world. We
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Foreign Ministers’ Committee and the Defence Ministers Commit-

tee in the period since the previous meeting in Warsaw in May 1980,

and mapped out further tasks.

They set out their conclusions and considerations in a unanimously

adopted political declaration of the Warsaw Treaty member states.

The declaration is to be published separately.

It was agreed that the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, as the host

country of the meeting, shall ensure the distribution of the political

declaration as an official document of the United Nations Organiz-

ation and bring it to the notice of all member countries of the

European Conference on Security and Co-operation. In this their

attention shall be especially drawn to the new major peace

proposal— to conclude a treaty on the mutual non-use of armed force

and the maintenance of relations of peace between member countries

of the Warsaw Treaty and member countries of the North Atlantic

Treaty open to accession by all other states. It was agreed that at its

next meeting the Foreign Ministers' Committee ot Warsaw Treaty

member countries is to study the question ot further steps directed at

the implementation of this initiative.
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offer an alternative to nuclear catastrophe and call for large-scale
international co-operation to preserve civilization and life on earth.

Ihc task of curbing the arms race and going over to disarmament,
particularly nuclear disarmament, is central to the struggle for avert-
ing war.

The American programmes for the development and production of
nuclear weapons which have been approved in the recent period and
which are already being carried out. and also the development of
weapons based on the latest scientific achievements and discoveries,
including systems and means for waging war in and from space, are
called upon to multiply manifold the deadly power of the US military
arsenal, including in Europe. This policy of arms build-up. pursued
by the United States and some of its allies, to achieve military
superiority is leading to the frustration of international stability.

The drawing up of new arms build-up programmes by them is

inseparable from the escalation of the strategic concepts and doc-
trines, such as those of the ’‘first disarming nuclear strike", “limited
nuclear war '. "protracted nuclear conflict" and others. All these
aggressive doctrines, which jeopardize peace, are based on the
assumption that it is possible to win a nuclear war through the first
use of nuclear weapons.

The states represented at the meeting stress most forcefully that
any hope to unleash a nuclear war and to win it is nonsensical. There
can be no winners in a nuclear war once it breaks out. It is bound to
lead to the annihilation of whole peoples, to colossal destruction and
to catastrophic consequences for civilization and for life on earth as a
whole.

Military policy based on such hopes insuperably entails other very
dangerous consequences.

First, the development and deployment of ever new systems of
nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruction will even
further loosen the stability of the military-strategic situation, escalate
international tension and complicate relations among states.
Second, tresh escalation of the arms race contravenes the aim of

maintaining military-strategic parity at ever lower levels—a goal of
the Warsaw Treaty member states, which arc opposed to military
rivalry. The implementation of the above-mentioned arms build-up
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programmes will lead to higher levels of military confrontation.

Pe ire will become less stable and more fragile.
P
Xdan«h “round of .he anus race will make naclearweap^

and other means of mass destruction even more sophisticated. In this

wav the difficulties involved in drafting international agreements

limit and reduce them will grow considerably.

For this reason the states represented at the meeting e 1 ‘

is necessary to act without delay, while there is still a possibility to

‘

h the
' s raCe and to go over to disarmament. They proceed here

from'th^^ssumptio^i that all the states, if they care for the destinies o

their peoples and mankind at large, should have an objective

fo.on.os. .ho. .he^ particularly

nuclear powers should display political will and readiness for co

operatioiTTus necessary .ha. .heir -.ary P°»“ld preyed

exclusively from defensive purposes and reckon ».tb £*£**““
security interests of all the states. They should not make it more

complex to reach agreements leading to effective reductions m the

armed forces and armaments with strict observance ot the principle

the Soviet Union unilaterally adopted the commitment not to be the

first to use nuclear weapons, all the nuclear powers which have

vet done so will do the same. , •

'

In the present-day complex international situation it is particularly

necessary lo Sreak the deadlock over the cause of real limitation and

reduction of armed forces and armaments. In this connection

participants in the meeting call for the resolute
’ ^

ongoing talks and for the resumption of the interrupted talks on the

Enge of questions of ending the arms race, for persevering and

nat ent work to reach agreements on reduction and elimination of

weapons, particularly nuclear weapons. They support and welccnnc

the proposals of the Soviet Union on ending the arms race

Pr

Thestides

l

represented at the meeting attach much important ™

the achievement of success at the Soviet-Amer.can talks on

limitation and reduction of strategic arms.
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The participants in the meeting believe that agreement between

major military powers on stopping the build-up of their armed forces

and armaments, particularly nuclear weapons, would become a

major step towards ending the arms race. In this connection they note

with satisfaction that the overwhelming majority of states and ever

broader sections of the world public are advocating a freeze on

nuclear arsenals today. A mutual quantitative freeze on the strategic

arms of the USSR and the USA and the maximum possible restric-

tions on their modernisation could become one ol the more tangible

embodiments of this idea.

The states represented at the meeting resolutely advocate,

furthermore, the drafting of a programme of stage-by-stage nuclear

disarmament and, within its framework, of agreements to end the

development and production of new systems of nuclear weapons, the

production of fissionable materials to develop different types ol these

weapons, and the production of the means of delivery of nuclear

weapons. All this would create conditions for progress towards the

elimination of nuclear weapons.

They also believe it necessary to speed up the achievement of

agreements on a number of concrete questions and in this connection

call upon all the states to give a fresh impetus to talks, including those

within the framework of the Geneva Disarmament Committee, with

a view to:

Drafting in the shortest possible time a treaty on the complete and

universal prohibition of nuclear weapons tests;

speeding up the drafting of an international convention on the

prohibition and elimination of chemical weapons;

going over to the drafting of a convention to ban neutron weapons;

beginning talks without delay on prohibiting the deployment of

weapons of any type in outer space;

finalising as soon as possible an international convention on the

prohibition of radiological weapons;

speeding up the solution of the question of strengthening security-

guarantees to non-nuclear states.

Continuing to attach much importance to the prevention of the

proliferation of nuclear weapons, the participants in the meeting

welcome the recent increase of the number of states which are parties
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conducted in a constructive spirit and for utmost efforts to be made to

achieve concrete agreements at them as soon as possible. It is necess-

ary for the success of the talks that no action should be taken that

could complicate them but that, conversely, steps should be taken to

contribute to the creation of a favourable atmosphere for their

progress. . .

In view of the vital importance of the reduction and limitation of

medium-range nuclear weapons in Europe for all the European peo-

ples, the participants in the meeting express the hope that all Euro-

pean states will contribute to progress at the Sovict-American talks

on this matter and to their successful completion.

The participants in the meeting advocate the ridding of Europe of

another type of weapon of mass destruction, the chemical weapon.

Their states are prepared to examine together with other interested

states all the possible ways and means leading to the solution of this

problem, and to enter appropriate negotiations.

Resolutely advocating radical reductions in the nuclear arsenals in

Europe and the ridding of Europe of chemical weapons, the states

represented at the meeting also note the danger created for European

peace by the concentration of vast quantities of conventional

weapons on the continent. This danger will grow considerably if the

plans for the build-up of the latest types of such weapons in Western

Europe are carried out. thus further speeding up the arms race.

Thev speak anew in favour of the reduction of the armed forces

and armaments in Central Europe and believe it particularly necess-

ary to advance the Vienna talks, which have lasted for many years

now. It is the belief of the participants in the meeting that there is

every condition for working out agreement at the Vienna talks as

soon as possible, within not more than one or two years, and it is

important that this should be done. They for their part will facilitate

this in every way.

In this context the participants in the meeting advocate a practical

step in reducing armed forces and armaments by the Soviet Union

and the United States in Central Europe on the basis of reciprocity^

Verification of the implementation of this step by representatives of

both sides could be organized. Upon its completion, the levels of the

armed forces and armaments of the direct participants in the Vienna
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introduced by the United States and certain other Western countries

against Poland. Polish internal affairs will continue, as before, to be

decided solely by Poland. Socialist Poland can always count on the

moral, political and economic support of the fraternal socialist

countries.

In Europe, where states with different social systems have been

coexisting for many decades now. only a policy of peaceful coexist-

ence can be viable.

In exchanging opinions on other international issues, the delega-

tions of the People’s Republic of Bulgaria, the Hungarian People's

Republic, the German Democratic Republic, the Polish People’s

Republic, the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics, and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic noted

that the improvement in the world situation depended to a consider-

able extent on the elimination of the existing seats of armed conflicts

and the prevention of the emergence of new ones in Asia. Africa,

Latin America and other regions.

There are no problems, worldwide or regional, which could not be

resolved fairly by peaceful means. The main thing is that everyone

should recognize in practice the legitimate right of the people of

every country to decide themselves, without outside interference,

their internal affairs and to participate on the basis of equality in

international affairs; that everyone should respect the independence

and territorial integrity of states and the inviolability of their borders

and respect the principle of the renunciation of the threat of use of

force; that no power should try to pursue a policy of hegemony and

establish “spheres of interests” or “spheres of influence".

It is the belief of the participants in the meeting that the removal of

the causes of many conflicts necessitates the ultimate elimination of

all the vestiges of colonialism and racism, renunciation of the policy

of neocolonialism, oppression and exploitation of other peoples. 1 his

is confirmed with utmost clarity by the dangerous situation in south-

ern Africa, where Namibia, illegitimately occupied by the South

African racists, serves as a base for aggression against neighbouring

African countries. Fresh proof was supplied by the armed conflict in

the South Atlantic in the Spring of 1982.

The danger of local conflicts erupting into armed confrontation on
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RC
m£?es participating in the meeting advocate a greater role for

the United Nations in international affairs as an >mP«rt^t forum f<

=55S

preservation of universal peace today is inseparable from recognition

S? the equal rights of all the peoples and states. Peace car. be firm

only if it is just, with every state recognizing and respecting

legitimate rights and interests of all the others.

ThT lessening of the threat of war is .mposs.blc without the

creation of a climate of trust in relations between states. This r

quires in addition to the development of political dialogue and the

adoption of appropriate measures in the economic and military fields

the propagation of truthful information, renunciation of claims to the

great-power status and the propagation of racism, chauvinism and

national exclusiveness, of attempts to teach other peoples how to

arrange their lives, and of professing of violence and incitement
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social development of each country, and to assist in the solution of

economic problems that arise, in carrying out the programmes of

building Socialism and Communism, and in raising the material,

intellectual and cultural standards of life of their peoples. This will be

a major contribution to co-operation among socialist countries in the

economic field.

The states participating in the meeting stress that every people has

the sovereign right to decide freely, without any outside interference,

how to live and what social system to establish, just as it has the

legitimate right to defend its choice.

Being aware of their responsibility for the cause of peace and

international security, the socialist countries strictly separate in their

policies ideological issues from problems of state-to-state relations,

build their relations with capitalist states on the basis of peaceful

coexistence, and consistently advocate large-scale co-operation with

the developing countries. Co-operation among states regardless of

their social systems meets the interests of all the peoples and the vital

demand for stronger universal peace.

Given the entire multifaceted character of present-day inter-

national problems, prospects for the development of the situation in

Europe and in the world at large depend to a very large extent on

whether mistrust is removed and the level of confrontation lowered

between the two largest military and political alliances, the Warsaw

Treaty Organization and NATO, which possess huge potentials,

particularly in the field of nuclear weaponry. An armed conflict

between them would have pernicious consequences for all the peo-

ples.

The Warsaw Treaty member states have long been advocating the

dissolution of both alliances, and as the first step the dismantling of

their military organizations. This proposal remains in force, and they

reiterate their readiness to enter negotiations with the NATO mem-

ber countries with a view to achieving an appropriate agreement,

beginning with the question of scaling down military activities on a

reciprocal basis.

The present-day tense situation, however, makes it impossible to

wait any longer. There is a need for urgent effective measures which

can already today lessen mistrust between the Warsaw Treaty mem-
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her states and the NATO member states and diminish their fears of

possible aggression.

The Warsaw Treaty member states do not seek military superiority

over the NATO member states nor have any intention to attack them

or any other country, in Europe or elsewhere. The NATO member

states also declare that they have no aggressive intentions. In this

situation there should be no reason preventing the adoption by the

states comprising the two alliances appropriate mutual commitments

of an international legal character. In the context of the present

situation this would have a particularly beneficial effect on all the

subsequent development of international events.

Proceeding from these considerations, the Warsaw Treaty member

states, in the person of their highest representatives, address to the

member states of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization the pro-

posal to conclude a treaty on the mutual non-use of military force and

on the maintenance of relations of peace.

The core of the treaty could be the mutual commitment of the

member states of both alliances not to be the first to use either

nuclear or conventional weapons against each other and therefore

not to be the first to use against each other any military force at all.

This commitment could apply to the territories of all the other states

I
joining the treaty, and also to their military and civilian personnel,

' sea-going, air and space craft and other objects belonging to them

,
wherever they may be.

I It seems proper to provide in the treaty for a similar commitment

on the non-use of force by the member states of both alliances against

third countries, whether those having bilateral relations of alliance

: with them, or nonaligned or neutral countries,

f Another substantial component of the treaty could be the commit-

/ ment of the member states of both alliances not to jeopardize the

safety of international sea, air and space communications passing

,
through areas outside any national jurisdiction,

a It seems desirable to complement in the treaty the commitment not

to use military force by the commitment to conduct in the spirit of

0 goodwill talks on effective measures to end the arms race, to limit and

h reduce armaments and to promote disarmament, or to contribute by
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other possible means to the success of such talks with a view to

achieving practical results at them.

The same goal could be promoted by the commitment to examine

jointly practical measures to avert the threat of a surprise attack and

also to contribute to the development of mutual exchanges of military

delegations and visits of naval ships and air force units.

It is important to combine the commitment not to use military

force in the treaty also with provisions on strengthening the United

Nations as a universal instrument of collective security. In this con-

text it is useful to write into the treaty readiness to co-operate in

enhancing the effectiveness of the United Nations in performing, in

accordance with its Charter, tasks on the peaceful settlement of

international disputes and conflict situations, on suppressing acts of

aggression and on removing the threat to international peace and

security.

The treaty between the member states of the Warsaw Treaty

Organization and the member states of the North Atlantic 1 reaty

Organization on the mutual non-use of military force and the mainte-

nance of relations of peace would not, of course, limit the legitimate

right of the participants in it to individual and collective self-defence

in accordance with Article 51 of the UN Charter. At the same time it

would relieve the members of both alliances of the fears that the

commitments of alliance within each of them can be used for aggres-

sive purposes against the member states of the other alliance and that

these commitments therefore pose a threat to their security.

Although the treaty of the mutual non-use of military force and

maintenance of relations of peace is proposed to be concluded

between the member states of the two military and political alliances,

other interested European countries would have the right to partici-

pate in drafting it and to sign it.

The treaty would also be open from the outset for other willing

states of the world to join as equal parties.

The participants in the meeting of the Political Consultative Com-

mittee arc convinced that the conclusion of this treaty could help to

overcome the division of Europe into confronting military groupings

and meet the desire of the peoples to live in peace and security. They
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constructive manner.
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Central Committee of

Yuri Andropov, General Secretary ot me

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
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Prague, 5 January 1983.
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